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Phase 1
Connecting with your people and find
your target audience

The Customer Ring
Identify your target audience (who exactly do you want to serve,
who is right for your product/service, what their speciﬁc needs
are).
● Deﬁne your target customer (you need to be speciﬁc and clear
on who needs your service/business).
Example:
If you’re selling a video game, you want to target a young audience
and not the elderly.
●
Find your niche (speciﬁc brand targeting speciﬁc
demographic).
Example:
Bulletproof (Keto) Coffee’s customer ring is people who drink coffee.
Their speciﬁc target audience is people who drink coffee who care
about ﬁtness.
●
Filter your audience by Age, Hobbies, Job, Relationship Status,
Geographic, Ethnicity, Gender, Socio-Economic Status.
Socio-Economic Status is the one you need to consider the
most because people will spend based on how much money
they have).
●

Your Dream 20
Choose who you want to serve wisely because this is where
you’ll be building your brand around and are the people you will
be connecting with on a day-to-day level.
● Find your target demographic out there by searching where they
spend their time the most. And ﬁnd 20 people/brands they
currently follow by going to their social media account/page.
Example:
Fitness Coach’s ideal demographic is women 25-40yo. Find out where
they hang out, the things they are interested in, their Google map
history, the social media accounts they follow, and Facebook groups
they’re in (e.g. Amazon, The Rock, Nike).
●
Find and create a list of 20 people who have the speciﬁcs of
your target audience. Find a way in, get their attention,
connect with them, and offer them your product/service.
●

Customer Hacking
Know your target audience on a deep level and where exactly to
ﬁnd them.
Example:
1.
Digital Marketing Online Course → adapt this to your own
market and platform.
Find a competitor that offers the same product.
Buy the course to have full access.
View the people who ask questions.
Choose one person to learn more about, ﬁnd them online
(their learning history, their Linkedin proﬁle, etc.), connect
with them if they’re within your demographic.
2.
Instagram (Fitness).
Search keywords related to ﬁtness and pick a proﬁle.
See their followers and choose one within your demographic
Connect with them.
3.
Amazon (Candle Brand).
Type in keywords related to candles.
See the reviews and ﬁnd out about what people like/don’t like
from your competitor → ﬁnd out their problems (e.g. an
aromatic candle with no smell).
Connect with them and offer a full-price product as a solution
to their problems (aromatic candle that smells aromatic =
their problem solved, you get to sell a full-priced product).
●

Customer Symbiosis
Identify the problem your customer would pay money to ﬁx
using their vocabulary so you know what exactly your customer
wants by doing a survey that offers value.
Example:
Ask your customer to ﬁll in a Google Form Digital Marketing
Masterclass Survey (who they are, what their problems are, what their
ideal outcome is) and offer them free access to the course.
●
You can then design (or tweak existing) products/services
around it.
●

●
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Phase 2
Creating Your Product/Service

Your Customer Problem
Once you have identiﬁed your ideal audience, you want to
identify their problems. Ask what their problem is and what
solution do they want).
Example:
Target Audience: Runners
Problems: Hydration, uncomfortable clothing, inefficient shoes
Solutions: Products that solve their problems
●

Who Is The Hero
Design a guide-centric slogan for your products and services,
not a hero-centric slogan. Talk to your target audience, not
about yourself.
Example:
Hero: An incredible house
Guide: The home you dreamed about
●

The Problem Value Slider
Provide solutions to their problems as your brand messaging
and know that your customers will have different problems.
The bigger the problem, the more valuable the solution is. And
the more valuable the solution is, the more value is paid. So
make sure no matter what your niche is, you are solving the
biggest and most complex problems according to your passion
and get compensated for it.
Example:
A cut on your knee will only need a bandaid that costs 10cents, but a
severe injury that requires surgery will cost $10,000.
●

The Power In Clarity
Brands fail because they make it about themselves and not their
customers, and they are too ﬂuffy, making it hard to understand
what they offer.
● Be clear in what you offer, how does it make your customer’s
life better, and how do they get it → the three things your
customer judge within the ﬁrst ﬁve seconds.
● Be honest and real with your customers.
Example:
If you’re not clear, do more research to see what your competitors are
doing, visit your target audience’s problems, do not try to solve all the
problems at once, ﬁnd their biggest problem, and make it into your
offer.
●

●
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Digital Marketing Strategies

Connect Your Message
●

You have identiﬁed your ideal audience and their problems. Now
you want to let them know you can solve their problems.
Connect your products and services with your target audience.

●

Technology makes sending a message to the world easy but
getting attention is the difficult part. Distribution channels are
more powerful than ever. Too many options and too much
dilution. Brand and consistency are all that matter.
The power of technology is to reach more people and spend less
effort. We can understand where technology is going by knowing
where it has come from because the landscape is dynamic. It
always changes.

●

Social Media and
Content Marketing
for Connecting With
Customers

Your Five Pillars
You need to create the core message. Find the ﬁve things your brand
stands for. Different to everyone – ﬁve cores of your brand’s message.
Get clear, get conﬁdent.
Example:
Brand: Nike

●
●
●
●
●

They post top athletes
They post the opposite everyday person
They post their technology and design of the product
They post hip hop community
They post entertaining contents

The content changes, but the theme is always the same.

Pick Your Pipes
There will always be 20+ options, and your job is to ﬁnd the ones that
beneﬁt you the most. Pick your one primary pipe and two secondary
pipes. Three factors to help make your decision:

●

It has to be enjoyable, best suits your needs, and makes you
happy.

●

Make sure your audience already lives where you want to send
your message (your competitors are already thriving where you
want to go). Go where people are.

●

Sustainability. Most suitable for you personally, your brand, and
your products/services. Be aware of the platform’s life cycle.
Also, consider which format ﬁts your talent better.

Quality vs Quantity
What’s your business identity? You need to know your weaknesses
and strengths. Take this test to discover your inner potential and your
deepest talents. Understand that quality and quantity are not a
balance/scale. And your test result doesn’t mean that you don’t have
the other two qualities in you.
As an artist, you need to post one piece of content a day (365 a year).
If you’re an entrepreneur, you can post 54 pieces of content a day (20
thousand a year). Post something relevant to your brand. Go and test
at scale. The action step is to post every day for one year and listen.
It’s how you learn the process, your audience, make higher quality
content easier, and dominate your competitors.

Competitive Advantage Research
Go to the platform, type keywords and see what is already working in
your niche, what’s already popular with your target audience, and
replicate that. View the content and repurpose it according to your
brand. Whatever platform (primary/secondary) you’re using, they will
display the most valuable content at the top, top viewed, most
recommended content. Make sure it’s legal for you to
recreate/repurpose content. You want to make sure you’re sorting
based on the most popular and see their average likes/views.

Winning Context
Look for what wins on IG. See what got the most engagements, what
is already working for people who are doing what you want to do. Just
because it’s on the discover feed / top content recommended,
doesn’t mean it’s winning. You have to put it in perspective. You need
to see the patterns between what’s going well and what’s not. When
we’re looking at what works, it has to be contextual. You want to
compare it to what else these people are putting out, not what has
the most views. See for context, when you’re looking at successful
pieces of content, you understand you have to compare it to all the
other contents they have, not across the boards. Best engagements.
Example:
Account X has 100k followers, the recommended post has 200k likes,
but account X’s other posts average likes is 300k, which means the
recommended post is not the one with the best engagement.

Best Value
Digital marketing is about value exchange. The best marketing
strategy ever is to care about the people you’re servicing. Think in a
long term. Build trust. Bring value with no expectation of anything in
return by not putting out selﬁsh content like a commercial or a CTA
for sign up to then sell. You need to bring 10 times more value than
you’re asking. When you focus on that, you’ll get paid back. The better
the content, the better you make your target audience feel, the more
value they’re going to bring down the line to your brand. If you’re
struggling and can’t seem to be able to get enough attraction and
make money, not happy with the journey so far, ask yourself, “How
can I give 10 times more value?” You want to be in this in a long term
and not sell out for the short term. Understand where you are, and
ask yourself how can you bring so much value that people would
bring you value in return.

The Secret to Great Content
How to do less and get more? Ask yourself what is keeping you from
creating 100 pieces of content in a day. You need to focus on the thing
that gives you the most friction or roadblock. Search for a potential
idea that can be improved by you. You can take one piece of
long-form content and make it into or distribute it as multiple pieces
of short-form content, renaming and making it more contextual to
what’s in it. Get the process done right. You must be passionate
about your brand/project, because it does take work to set up.

Your Dynamic Advantage
Make sure you’re always putting out a large amount of content and
see what does well for yourself and doubling down on that. Your ﬁrst
job is to do customer research and start to create your own content.
See what people type in, what comes up, serve the audience with
your own content to get their attention. Google Trend what’s on the
uptrend in your niche and see if you can replicate the content. You
want to know who is your target audience, where their attention
already is, and how you can expand your circle in order to get more
people’s attention. Once you have an audience, grow your audience by
creating consistent value for people, something that is already in
demand and already exists. Once you do that, you can start creating a
product for them. See what other demands they want, create for and
with them, and you’ll create a lot of product/service, whatever that
may be.

Grow a Highly
Engaged Instagram
Account

Over 1 billion people are on Instagram and most of them log in to
their accounts every day. Whatever your niche is, your audience (every
single one of your clients) is on Instagram. Identify your customer and
connect with them. Use this six mechanism to get your brand
message in front of your audience:
● Upload photos to your newsfeed
● Upload a video
● Upload a story (photo/video/boomerang, any format acceptable)
● Go live (video/feed)
● Reel
● DM

Instagram Skill
Find your Top 5 Experts: who on Instagram has a high amount of
followers and engagement (not because they’re celebrities). Don’t
have to be in your niche, just people who have conquered Instagram.
And ﬁnd your Top 5 Niche Experts: ﬁve accounts in your niche with a
lot of followers and engagement. Then break down and model them.
Strategies change over time. We need to change with the time, have
the skills to be able to adapt and learn and innovate in this market so
you can become a niche expert.

Powerful Content & Scheduling
See what your Top 5 are posting, how often and frequent these
accounts post, and change your posting schedule to match their
average. You want to be able to ﬁnd what’s currently working, what’s
getting a lot of engagement, and write down what you’re going to post
and start posting. See how your audience engages with your posts.
Expand what you are posting to reach more people. Because the only
way you can connect and engage with your audience is by posting
more and higher quality content.

Account Reach
●

●

Make sure you do all levels of checking. See their posting
timeline, what they’re posting, when they’re posting, what
hashtags they’re using, and see how you can copy/model them.
See which contents get more engagement, and which hashtags
get more exposure. Make sure you go to your own niche and
search top hashtags that are most used. Then copy the ones
relevant to your brand/account.
Once you start modeling their content, hashtags, posting
frequency, and posting time, you will see how their followers
will start migrating to your account. You need to do it for a few
months in order to really start to see the results because
Instagram is a long-term gain. See which accounts have
sustainably been effective and successful on Instagram and
model them in your niche. The most important thing to grow
your account is to have high-quality, consistent and frequent
content.

Facebook Marketing

Getting Started
You need to dig into what the purpose of your Facebook page is. What
is your ideal outcome (what do you want when someone visits your
FB page)? Make sure your CTA ﬂow to your purpose. You want to let
people know about your product instead of throwing it to their face.
Your ﬁrst CTA might be for someone to discover your product, like,
and share your page. Interact with them. They will visit your website,
and some will make a purchase.
Everything you put on your Facebook page has a purpose:
● Entertain
● Educate
● Communicate CTA
● Link to website
● Buy a product
● Enroll in a service
● Come visit your store

Choosing Your Page Name
Consider the following:
● Keep in mind your page’s purpose/CTA.
● Keep it simple.
● Use your business or product name.
Some advance considerations:
● Do something eye-grabbing (e.g. “World’s Best Looking”).
● CTA speciﬁc (e.g. “Customer Support”).
● Use clariﬁcation (e.g. of location “New York”).

Creating Your Page Imagery
Cover Image is larger than anything else on your page. It’s the ﬁrst
thing people will notice. Think about how you want people to feel and
what you want people to do when they visit your page.
To optimize your cover image:
● Make sure it’s the correct dimension.
● Small ﬁle size (ideally less than 100KB).
● Videos need to be small ﬁles to render quickly.

Profile Picture
Your proﬁle picture will visually represent your page throughout
Facebook (Messenger, Comments, Search Results). It should be a
square when uploading (at least 540x540).
To optimize your proﬁle picture:
● Simplicity – you don’t want it to be crowded and too
complicated, keep the colors to a minimum.
● Brand or person awareness – if you’re the face of your brand,
put a close-up and clear picture of you (looking away from the
camera is always a good idea, makes it look like a candid photo)
● Page continuity – it should be under the same color scheme

What you shouldn’t do: use a photo of a video, not close up, not
easily identiﬁed, too much text, and complicated.

Page Story + About
You want to be friendly, warm, and welcoming with your page
description. You can put your mission, impressum, company overview,
awards, products, etc.
3 Main Things to Remember:
● Don’t sell – you want to interact and connect (don’t turn them
off) and give potential customers an enjoyable experience.
● Include speciﬁc keywords.
● Include a CTA.
Good Example:
“The Coca-Cola Facebook Page is a collection of your stories showing
how people from around the world have helped make Coke into what
it is today.”
Poor Example:
“This is our official Facebook page. You can buy our product at our
website www.ourwebsite.com.”

To optimize your story:
● Use bolded headings.
● Space your information logically.
● SEO optimized / keywords.
● Insert an SEO-optimized image.
Include:
● Business history/story.
● Mission statement / purpose.
● Location and other contact details (CTA).

SEO & Username
Your Facebook name and username don’t have to be the same thing,
but it should be relevant to your brand and not try to impersonate
someone else. If your username is taken, use a descriptor such as
“The”, “Official”, or your location.
Use SEO Keywords and Buzzwords suitable for your business to
increase your SEO ranking and easily deﬁne your purpose.
Make a list of the biggest and best keywords people are using to ﬁnd
your niche and rank them to attract new traffic. Use more powerful
keywords at the beginning. The shorter the better.

Page Settings & Preferences
Go through the page and test all of it and become educated on your
page and your settings. Don’t depend on hard & fast rules. It’s
whatever you want for your page and up to your personal preferences.
But make sure you turn on the following features:

●
●

●

Review
Messages
Blocked Word

●
●

Comment Ranking
Similar Page Suggestions

Milestones & Existing Content
Optimize your existing content by putting up a starter status of
acknowledgment stating the purpose of your business. Create one or
two updates in line with your intended page content with interaction
opportunities (“comment below”, “like this comment if you’re
excited”). You need something that has a cold action to start and get
that initial engagement so when people discover your page they will
see that other people are there too and give you social proof. That
way you’re getting people excited to interact with your page.

Creating Engaging Content
●

●

●

It’s important to deﬁne the purpose of your Facebook content in
order to stay on track with your goals and top-level CTA. 80-90%
of the post should be there to engage and educate, provide
value to your fans. Basically, you’re trying to build trust with
people who are following your page. Get likes, shares,
discussions, and new leads for your page and content.
Use 10-20% of your post to get people to do what you want
them to do. Direct your fans to your website to answer a survey
or purchase a product or service, or anything where your fans
give you value in line with your top-level page purpose.
Strong CTA is never a hard sell. It should not appear to take
value, but instead, encourage your fans to take action.

Email, Facebook
Messenger & Text
Marketing as
Marketing Tools

Email, Messenger, and Text Marketing are the most powerful and easy
tools because they are within your control, whereas social media can
stop you from using their platforms. The text has about a 90% open
rate, and when it comes to email and phone numbers, you get to
control your audience. You need to collect as much customer
information as you possibly can because if you own your customer’s
information you can contact them repeatedly at any time. It gives you
the ability to advertise in the future, and the value of your brand is in
how much money you can make in the future. Build your proﬁle
around the best ways you can reconnect with your audience.

Email
●

●
●

●

In your content, put a note “email me if you have questions.” You
can start with your personal email. Or you can ask for their email
instead of waiting for them to email you.
If you use Shopify, you can use their email campaign.
You can use Jotform for surveys. Always have them tell you what
you could bring to the table. Vet your customers. Make it simple.
The more questions the fewer people are going to ﬁll out.
You can use Mailchimp for automated marketing, create a
landing page and integrate into your WordPress. But don’t use it
if you’re more advanced and have a bigger database.

Facebook Messenger
This new branch of Facebook has a separate app but is integrated
with Facebook. Businesses can directly message customers and vice
versa. It’s so much more personal than emailing them. 12-16% of your
page updates are seen, but 96% of your messages are read. People
very intimately can connect to your brand.
You can use it for:
● Customer Service
You can do a live chat with your customers. Make sure your
reply rate is very low (within minutes).
● Offer Value & Exclusive Materials
You can send exclusive materials, something of value to your
Messenger subscribers (new product launch test, etc.).
Once you build the trust, you can leverage it.

Tips, Tools & Templates
●
●
●

There are a lot of growth tools. One of them is ManyChat, a
third-party software you can use to build your Messenger list.
Create FAQ templates by category and send them automatically
or saved replies.
You don’t want to lose potential customers in the sea of silly
questions. Make sure you use labels to track people who are
really interested in you, tag them as potential customers.

Facebook Sales Buffer
There are two ways you can make money using audience:
● Product CTA / Service CTA
● Traffic CTA
You can’t directly sell to your customer (within Facebook T&Cs). You
can only send links to your product if they just signed up within 24
hours. Otherwise, you need a sales buffer. The link you send them will
be a link to a resource that will educate them and then get them into
purchasing a product. All CTA is going to be a traffic CTA.

Messenger Segmentation
A broadcast message has a 96% open rate. But make sure you
segment your list before you broadcast. Everybody who signs up to
your list will be different. You want to make sure you don’t offer the
same product to the same people over and over. People will be
annoyed, hurt your trust, and unsubscribe from your list.
Segmentation will take a little time, it has to be a manual process. It
is so important to have the liberty to keep messaging your list
relentlessly because everybody is getting personalized individual
messages that are appropriate to them.

Text Messaging
Phone numbers are independent and belong to the individual. It’s a
very secure way to reach out and connect to people. The next level
up from messenger, but takes a little bit more to get people to sign
up. Unlike email and messenger, you don’t need a landing page to sign
people up to your broadcast, to be able to contact them one on one.
All they need to do is send you a text. You need to offer them value
for them to join your list. You can use ManyChat to help you build an
audience with phone numbers.

Google Trends for
Insane Growth

The real beneﬁt of Google Trends is it allows you to zoom out and see
in 3D, the actual trajectory of your search. If you can master Google
Trends, you will take over whatever niche you choose and make sure
it is proﬁtable because you can see where it’s going. Once you
understand the trends and overall demand of the product you’re
selling, you’re going to do incredibly well.

Comparisons & Related Topics
●

●

Add search terms based on your target audience (niche,
geography/area, time range, category, web search) and compare
the results and see which one has an upward trend / highest
point. Once you have the comparison, you can now look at other
trending searches within your niche. You want to be sure your
geographic interest is high if you’re targeting somewhere
speciﬁc. You want to make sure your target audience has an
interest.
Related queries represent the type of content you can do inside
your niche you chose that is growing. See what sort of content
you need to do in your sustainable and upward trend on the
niche you’ve chosen.

Explore
Go to Trending Searches to see what is currently rising, really trending
topics and relevant to your niche as suggestions to things you’re going
to create based on demand. You can ﬁlter by category to match your
niche. Nobody can create demand. You must tap into demand that
already exists with your brand and communicate through your social
media.

Create a Webinar
Funnel for Your
Brand

●

A webinar is a 1-2 hour long video designed to give your audience
an understanding and trust of you and your brand to purchase
your product. Trust and understanding are the two things you
need to focus on. You need to deal with the three biggest
objections, so you need to understand what are the three
biggest hurdles people are having inside your niche. Your job is
to remove them for your audience.

●

You need to know the purpose of your webinar, why you’re doing
it, how it can increase sales. This phase is completely optional
and a little time-consuming to set up. Don’t spend more than
two weeks setting up your webinar. It doesn’t have to be perfect.
If your product is $297 and below, you don’t need a webinar.

●

You need to know you’re selling results, not product. You need to
offer more value than you’re getting. You can test and invest in
buying a product worth the price you’re selling, to see what
people are offering and what you are getting.

●

A high-quality webinar will increase your revenue by 3 times. The
only purpose of your webinar is to increase your product sales,
otherwise, it is unnecessary.

●

If you can master exactly how to get in front of your audience
for 2-3 hours at once, giving them a masterful presentation, you
will have an incredible persuasive inﬂuence on them to become
lifelong customers of your business.

Structure
●
●

●

Intro: tell your personal story without boring them. Hook your
audience in to stay for the entire training.
Training: make people understand that your process is the best.
Give them an understanding of exactly what you do. Make it
simple. Simplicity is key.
Close: introduce your insane valuable offer so that it is
impossible to say no to buying. Add scarcity, bonuses, and
testimonials to increase the conversion rate.

Search and SEO
Marketing

Find the right keywords that your target audience is looking at and
start ranking on google so your audience can ﬁnd you.

Top 3 Keywords
Discover what people are asking. The longer question you get, the less
search you get, but much easier to rank and steal your audience. Find
the questions on Google Trends and rank the top three questions.
Then ﬁnd them on RedditList to rank the top search. See what’s
working, what people are liking, what people are searching for. And
then go back to Google Trends and see how the search volume is
going and choose those to start ranking. Once you have them, you can
start creating content.

SEO Skyscrapers
The more time people spend on your page, the more Google thinks
they like it, the higher you’re going to organically rank.
There are some ways to get people to enjoy your page:
● You need to have a very short intro and tell results to make
people excited.
● Have Contents page so people have a bird’s eye view on what’s
coming and skip the parts they’re not interested in.
● Make it clean and easy to read. People are going to be less likely
to stay around if your page is spammy.

Backlinks
You need to get as many people as possible to link your article to
their page in order to get a higher rank by Google.

Analytics and
Conversion

See which of your content is doing well. Find the underlined factors
of the contents that do well, and don’t do as well. Use that to build
your brand more and more. Doesn’t matter what platform you’re
using, you want to dig deep and understand what people like, and
post more of what is working and less of what is not. 20% of your
effort is going to give you 80% of your results. Make sure you know
what your 20% is and double down on that and become your niche
leader and you’re on top of your analytics.

Entrepreneurship
Mistakes to Avoid

The biggest mistake any entrepreneur can make is trying to get huge
results too quickly at the expense of long-term results.

The 5 Mistakes
●

●

●

Follow the wrong person.
Don’t follow the wrong person. Go and validate somebody you
like. There’s a roadmap to get there. There’s a breadcrumb on
how they get to where they are. Go and ﬁgure out how they did
it. Start replicate what makes them successful. Once you’re
down the line then you can start innovating. You must ﬁnd a
trustworthy role model you relate to, get in contact with, mentor
you, and follow their path. Otherwise, you might be lost and
walking the wrong way.
Sellout for short-term money.
Don’t sell out for short-term money. Be consistent and be able
to focus on what you want and build for the long term. Once you
pick a passion/topic you want to get really good at.
Sustainability and patience. Do the quick money on the side and
let that pay your bills and give you the freedom and time to
pursue what you want to. You will be more fulﬁlled in the long
term.
Too much of a perfectionist.
You want to be outstanding, not perfect. You can change your
creative process and output to match with what your ideal
customer wants, but you can’t do that when you’re a
perfectionist and creating the best product in the world based
on your own deﬁnition of perfection and not based on your
actual target audience. You’re not getting anyone’s feedback. Let
go of perfection. You need to start putting out at least a piece of
content a day and put it out there knowing it’s not perfect.

●

●

The entrepreneurial journey is hard in the short term, but very
rewarding in a long term. If you don’t have a ﬂexible mindset
you’re going to crumble down. Understand your person is
dynamic and you’re getting better and better each day.
Overcome your perfection and remember perfection is the
lowest standard. If you’re perfecting something, you’re doing the
worst thing. If you post really great content and you know it’s
not perfect, you know you’re doing extremely well.
Pick something you’re not passionate about.
You will make a lot of short-term money, and keep repeating it
for the next 20 years. Work towards your passion. If you don’t
follow your passion and you’re only doing things for money on
something you don’t even enjoy doing, you’re going to burn out
eventually. Pick something you love, and follow that.
Wrong environment.
Optimize your environment for optimum default. You need to
take control of your environment. Whatever your problem in life
is, the habits you pick up in life will come across in your
business. Write down 2-3 things that you can do to change your
environment. Get around the right people, books, etc.,
everything you can get around. Find people you can look up to
and use them to make your journey so much fun.
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